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VAPOR PRESSURE DATA
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School of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Oklahoma

The objective of research reported in this
paper was to apply the principles of multi
propeny analysis to the development of an
improved equation of state for propane.
The goal sought for the equation was that
it accuratell represent propane behavior
from -250 F to 250°F and from atmos
pheric pressure to 2000 psia. Accurate rep
resentation of propane behavior at the
lower temperatures was realized to be a
formidable task, since propane at -250°F
is at a very low reduced temperature, Tr
= 0.32. Virtually all existing equations
of state are badly in error below Tr < 0.5.
Besides the need for representing low tem
perature behavior, the problem of describ
ing high density behavior was anticipated.
At -250°F, propane in the liquid phase,
at any pressure from 14.7 psis to 2000 psi.. .
exists at a reduced density of approximately
Pr = 3.2, while most existing equations

of state are badly in error above Pr = 2.5.
The BWR equation, for example, is gen
erally inacxurate for Pr > 2.0.

Despite the fact that the cryogenic liquid
region for propane extends to such low
reduced temperatures and high reduced
densities. it was anticipated that enthalpy
behavior could be described quite accur
ately, using an equation of state, if some
acrifice were made in the accuracy of
other properties. This belief was predi
cated on the basis of results obtained earlier
from methane (1, 2). In this earlier work,
• modified BWR equation for methane

1 Des-nmem of CtemicaI aacI MeI8lhuPcaI ..
...... 'I1ae U.-.., of Mic:IaiPa. Au
AdJcw, MJc:Iaipa.
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was developed which yielded highly accu
rate predictions of enthalpy behavior for
T r > 0.58, Pr < 2.5, even though predicted
densities were low by 2 to 3 percent for

Pr > 2.0. Because of these results for
methane, initial steps in the work reported
in this paper were carried out in a sequence
which paralleled the early stages of the
methane study.

As the first step in this sequence, the
original BWR equation is used to calculate
propane densities. enthalpy departures
and vapor and liquid fugacities along the
vapor pressure curve for comparison with
available experimental data. These prelim
inary calculations serve to indicate the reg
ions in which the original BWR equation
becomes inaccurate. The second step in the
sequence is the search for modifications
to the BWR equation which will improve
its predictive ability. The final step in
volves the simultaneOUS use of PVT, eo
thalpy and vapor pressure data in multi
propeny regression to determine the op
timal values of parameters in the new
equation.

The general framework for multiprop
eny analysis has been presented previously
(3). In the present application density, en
thalpy departure and vapor and liquid
fugacities along the vapor pressure curve
are the properties of interest. SimultaneOUS
treatment of these three types of thermo
dynamic data requires minimi2ation of the
faUOWin, function to obtain optimal esti
mates 0 the parameterS in an assumed
equation of state,
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The density at a specified temperature
pressure oondition is determined by the
trial-and-error solution of this equation.
The original BWR equation for enthalpy
departure is
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pand with the data ~rted by Sap and
lacey (6), Huang, Swift and Kurata (7)
and Rossini (8). Enthalpy predictions were
compand with the data reported by
Yesavage (9). Calc:ulated liquid fupcities
were c:ompand with ca1cuIated vapor
fugacities along the vapo.r pressure cone
reported by Rossini (8). These were abo
the sources of the data utilized in the re
gression calculations reported in this paper.

The original BWR expression for the
pressure is

To calculate the enthalpy departure at
a specified temperature-pressure oondition,
Equation 2 first must be solved for the
density for use in Equation 3. The original
BWR equation for fugacity is given by
the relation
aT '" f - IlT "'(pll'r) + 2 (BollT - Ao - ~)p

Eq.

(He - H O
) j

(HE - HO)j

j

o

+Wf ~ r-~]2
In Equation 1, PEl and pel are the ex
perimental and calculated densities, respec
tively, at the i th PVT data point,
(HE-HO)J and (HCHO)J are the experi
mental and calculated enthalpy depaJ.tUres
at the hb enthalpy data point and f~ and
f ~ are the calculated vapor and liquid
fugacities at the k th vapor pressure data
point. WH and W t are weighting factors
for enthalpy and fugacity relative to den
sity, which has an implied weighting fac
tor of unity. The reasons for selecting the
implicit function density as the dependent
variable rather than compressibility factor
or pressure in multiproperty analysis are
discussed elsewhere (4, 5). For an equa
tion of state such as the BWR equation,
solution for the minimum in the regres
sion function Q in Equation 1 requires a
nonlinear regression procedure such as the
Gauss-Newton linearization which has been
discussed previously (3). The computer
program required for multiproperty analy
sis is rather complex and therefore cannot
be discussed here. Nevertheless, it should
be mentioned that this 'program can be
used for treating any individual property
or any pair of properties in Equation 1
in addition to simultaneous treatment of
all three properties.

PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS

To determine regions of temperature and
pressure where the original BWR equation
gives accurate predictions of propane be
havior and where its accuracy should be
improved, extensive calculations were made
of density, enthalpy departure, and vapor
and liquid fugacities along the vapor pres
sure curve. Density predictions were com-

+ ;Z (l - (l - t yp2 - y2p4) exp ( - )'1'2) J

For a given temperature-pressure mndition
along the vapoc pressure curve, Equation
2 possesIeI multiple roots in density. The
smallest root is the calculated saturated
vapor density and the largest root is the
calculated saturated liquid density. U. of
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parture predictions with the original DWIl
equation. The legend for the deviations
shown in these plocs is given in Figure 1.
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me. caJc:ulated saturated cIeosities in Equa
tioD 4 yields c:akuJated vapor and 1iquid
fupdtia for the specified point on the
vapor pressure cuneo

Tbe eight original DWIl parametel:l for
propane reported by Benedict, Webb, and
R.ubin (10) are: Do = 1.55884, A o =
25915.4, e" = 620993 x 10', b = 5.77355,
• = 57248.0, 4 = 2.49577, c = 252478 x
1()1, 'Y = 5.64524. The units for these
parameten correspond to pressure in psia,
temperature in oR. and density in lb-molel
cu ft. These parameter values were deter
mined using «.062 for the molecular
weight of propane and R = 10.7335 for
the gas roDStant.

Topographical plots of deviatioDS given
in Figures 2 and 3 summarize the results
of the propane density and enthalpy de-
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T, OF P, Plll..a=- --='==-L, Pilla IV, Psla "" Dev.
....,;I.fO.OO 0.605 0.225:-=9------.,0=-'.60=2-;;-5---'-62~.s:::;I---
-130.00 0.932 0.4210 0.9266 54.57
-120.00 1.394 0.7}f6 1.3832 46.89
-110.00 2.030 1.2120 2.0093 39.68
-100.00 2.887 1.9053 2.8491 33.13
-90.00 4.017 2.8729 3.9503 27.27
-80.00 5.481 4.1779 5.3679 22.17
-(i().00 9.680 8.0653 9.3849 14.06
-43.73 14.696 12.7933 14.1035 9.29
-3G.00 20-338 18.1048 19.3237 6.31
-20.00 25.395 22.8345 23.9341 4.59
-10.00 31.376 28.3578 29.3119 3.26

0.0 38.371 34.7279 35.S086 2.20
10.00 46.470 41.9978 42.5704 1.34
20.00 55.807 so.2124 so.5743 0.72
30.00 66.460 59.4151 59.5444 0.22
.fO.OO 78.5n 69.6.f05 69.5549 -0.12
SO.OO 92.231 80.9246 80.6134 -0.39
60.00 107.590 93.2962 92.7939 ---a54
70.00 124.730 l06.nB4 106.0933 -0.65
80.00 143.820 121.3926 12o.s688 -0.68
90.00 164.990 137.1556 136.2.f01 -0.67

100.00 188,320 154.0817 153.0B72 -0.65
110.00 214.020 172.1815 171.1653 ---aS9
120.00 242.190 191.4619 190.4504 ---a53
130.00 273.080 211.9310 210.9959 -0.44
1.fO.oo 306.760 233.5859 232.7385 -0.36
145.00 325.370 244.8999 244.3886 -0.21
150.00 343.520 256.4329 255.7231 -0.28
155.00 363.110 268.3030 267.6/1)7 -0.24
160.00 383.450 280.4614 279.8738 -0.21
165.00 404.730 292.9185 292.4038 -0.18
170.00 426.890 305.6660 305.2146 ---a15
175.00 4so.o10 318.7078 318.3186 -0.12
180.00 474.060 332.0332 331.6833 ---aU
185.00 "99.020 345.6311 345.2805 ---alO
190.00 525.100 359.5081 359.1626 ---al0
195.00 552.230 373,6414 373.2737 ---al0
206.Z6 617.470 405M6f 405.8461 0.0

A'ftIIIP~ .... _ 8.6053'"
" DeY. = (1 - fifE") z 1~



F1GUU 3. Compariloo of eodWpy depar
tures c:aIcuIated by the od8iaaI BWlt eqaadoD
with experimeDcaI ..aaa (w pcopuae.

These results for propane are similar to
the earlier results for methane (2), though
the deviations ate more extreme. Density
deviatioos increase with decreasing tem
perature, but from oop to -lSooP are fair
ly uniform in the two to five pel' cent
nmge (0.02 to 0.05 Ib-moJefcu. ft.). Below
-lSOoP, deosity deviatioos at 14.7 psia
also ate of this magnitude. Deviations of
enthalpy departures increase· much more
rapidly than density as temperature is de
c:reased and ac:eed 500% at -2SOoP. As
has been explained in 8Dme detail previ
ously (2), the faa that low temperature
enthalpy departures ate predieeea much
less accurately than densities implies that
the temperature depeadeoce of the BWR
equation is in much 8ft8Iet oeed of modi
ficatioo than its deoIity depenrJeaoe

as
Calculated ftpot' aad 1iquid fupdties

alooa the propane ftpot' p«elSUte curve
are JPft4 in Table I, aloog with ftlues
of the relatiyc deYiation (1 _ fLffv).
Because of the thermodynamic: nquiremeat
that fL = fV for the c:oaisting~ium
phues the relative deviation (1 - fLffv)
is a measure of the thenDodynamic incoa
sisteocy of the orilinal BwR equation in
desaibing phase behavior. At low pres
sures, where fV should be quite accurately
predicted by the oriJPnal BWR equation.
this relative deviation also is a measure
of the errol' in calculated liquid fupcity.
Thus, it can be mnduded from the results
in Table 1 that at the lower pressures,
propane liquid fugacities predicted by the
ol'iJPnal BWR equation are severe!y in
errol'. Because the ftpor pressure is a func
tion of temperature, it is possible to mod
ify only the temperature dependence of
the BWR equation to achieve equality of
predicted liquid and vapor fugacities along
the vapor pressure curve. However. becaUIC
of the availability of extensive and highly
aCCW'1lte enthalpy data, the appropriate
temperature modificatioos were sought
from enthalpy data rather than vapor pres
sure data.

MODIFICATION OF
BWR EQUATION

The calculatioos of the preceding lee
tion. as well as similar results of methane
(2), show that it is possible to modify only
the temperature dependence of the BWR
equation to achieve improved predictions
of low temperature fluid behavior. En
thalpy data provide significant information
regarding the temperature dependence
needed for the equation of state. Heace the
extensive and highly accurate enthalpy
data for propane recently obtained by
Yesavage (9) were used to leek appro
priate modifications of the BWR equa
tion for propane. Initial regteslion calcula
tions were made to determine the effect
of tteatin~ the BWR para.metet Co as rem
peratwe-dependent using isothermal en
thalpy data. As pointed out previously (2).
if Co in the expl'eSlion for the Helmhohz
free energy is mnsidered to be tempeta
twe-dependenc. then instead of Co in
£quatioo 3 for enthalpy departwe oae
would have • quantity Co·.

* T dCo
Co - Co - 4" CiT Eq. S
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llepeIIioo c:a1c:ulatiool were performed to
determine cliscrete values of Co· from pro
pule eothaln data for eleven iIotherm5
from -2SO F to 2SOoP with the results
S\JJIUIW'i2ed in Table 2 and Pigure 4. These
nsulu offer dramatic proof that modifi
cation of the temperature depeodence of
the BWR ~uationan greatly improve en
thalpy predictions, especially in the 010
geniC region. It an be noted in Table 2
that average absolute deviations of pre
dicted enthalpy departwes from Oop to
-2500 P are less than 0.15%. These devia
tions an be compared with those obtained
from the original DWR equation, which
increase rapidly with decreasing tempera
ture and exceed 100% below _200oP.

Thus, it is established that the DWR
parameter Co can profitably be treated as
temperature-dependent. The remaining task
is to seek an analytic temperature-de
pendent form for Co to describe the en
thalpy behavior of propane in the com
pressed liquid region. It should be noted
that if the quantity Co. defined in Equa
tion 5 can be represented by an expansion
in liT, then Co also can be represented
by a reciprocal temperature expansion. The
use of this temperature dependence for Co
is in accord with the perturbation theory
of statistical mechanics (11), which indi
cates that all virial coefficients can be ex
pressed as expansions in liT. Por methane
(2), it was found that Co., and therefore
Co, can be represented as a linear function
of liT for reduced temperatures from T r .
= 0.97 to T r = 0.58 (_2500 P). However,
it is evident from the plot of Co. versus
liT in Pigure .( that Co· for propane
cannot be represented adequately as a linear
function of liT at the reduced tempera
tures below T r = 0.8. This is not sur
prising because at -2S00 P, the corres
ponding reduced temperature for propane

'IGUU 4. Temperature depeadeace of Co.
for propane determined from regression on is0
thermal enthalpy dam.

is 0.32, which is much lower than the
corresponding reduced temperature for
methane (0.61).

To arrive at an adequate form for Co,
the entire DWR term (Do - Ao/RT
Co/R'(3), which will be referred to as the
BWR second virial coefficient, was re
placed by trial expansions in liT. The
propane enthalpy data for the eleven is0
therms referred to in Table 2 were then
used simultaneously in regression calcula
tions to determine the coefficients in these
trial expansions. It was determined that
the expansion (Do - Ao/RT - ColR'f3 +
D /RT4 - EoIRT5) for the DWR second
vi~ial coefficient. is the most concise ex
pansion which is capable of representing
low temperature propane en~alpy be
havior within twice the uncertamty of the
data. Including a term in 1I'f2 or terms
in reciprocal temperature to the sixth or
higher powers did not significantly im
prove enthalpy predictions.

One additional modification of the DWR

Avg. Aba. Dev.
01 (H-HO). "

-2SO
-200
-ISO
-100
-SO

o
SO

100
150
2CIO
250

~.357
506.788
538.785
565.889
588.682
606.789
619.237
626.826
626..5-49
62·U53
617.796

0.006
0.007
0.010
0.015
0.017
0.016
0.073
0.042
0.136
0.139
o.B73

0.12
0.11
0.11
0.14
0.10
0.09
0.33
0.17
0.39
034
1.56



equatioo for propane was mosideted appro
priate 00 the basis of the .results giftD
in Table 2 and earlier experience in modi
fying the BWR equation for the descrip
tion of methane enthalpy behavior (1. 2).
In the methane study it was DOted that
modifications of Co aJooe were insuffi
cient to provide an adequate representatioo
of methane enthalpy behavior at tempera
tureS near the critical temperature. A ror
responding result can be noted for pro
pane. The results in Table 2 represent the
most accurate calculations of propane en
thalpy depanures which can be attained
merely by treating C., as temperature-de
pendent. It may be noted in Table 2 that
the enthalpy isotherms having larger aver
age deviations bracket the propane aitical
temperature, 206.6°F. a result which is
analogous to that obtained for methane.
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Jd has been discussed (2). in relation CO
methane behaviOl'. theIe .results iJldicace
the need for modification of termS in the
BWR equation of higher order in deosity
than the term involving Co. POI' methane,
the BWR parameter a was replaced by
the linear functioo (a + d/T) to achieve
improm enthalpy predictions in the crit
ical region. Because of the IUCXleSSful use
of this relation for methane, this change
was also inmrporated in the modified BWR
equation for propane.

As has been pointed out previously (3),
it is DOW well understood that an equation
of state cannot be accurately defined using
data £01' only one thermodynamic prop
erty. Obviously. the above use of enthalpy
data serves to suggest changes in the tem
perature dependence of the BWR equation

TABU 3. PreJieliMI 01 ,.wllleJ fllIfJot' ." IUtIliJ "'8Mi#i1, for~~ "';"811H.-otUfW BWR
etpUlliofl.

T,OF P, Psla fL, Pala fV. Pa" '!Go Dev.

-1.w.00 0.605
-130.00 0.932
-120.00 1.394
-110.00 2.030
-100.00 2.887
-90.00 4.017
-so.oo 5.481
-60.00 9.680
-43.73 14.696
-30.00 20.338
-20.00 25.395
-10.00 31.376

0.0 38.371
10.00 46.470
20.00 55~7

30.00 66.460
.w.00 78.577
50.00 92.231
60.00 107.590
70.00 124.730
80.00 143~20
90.00 164.990

100.00 188.320
110.00 214.020
120.00 242.190
130.00 273.080
1.w.00 306.760
145.00 325.370
150.00 343.520
155.00 363.110
160.00 383.450
165.00 404.730
170.00 42~
175.00 450.010
180.00 474.060
185.00 499.020
190.00 525.100
195.00 552.230
206.26 617.470

AftfII&e ....lute~ = 0.4567"
% DeY. = (l - f'lyfY) K 1~

0.5900
0.9093
1.3605
1.9815
2~159

3.9124
5.3257
9.3382

14.0585
19.2861
23.9158
29.3122
35.5388
42.6575
50.7231
59.7892
69.9037
81.1072
93.4392

106.9264
121.5954
137.4636
154.5397
17U301
192.3301
213.0353
234.9201
246.3418
257.9700
269.9216
282.1445
294.6460
307.4185
320.4580
333.7585
347.3115
361.1375
375.2344
408.0886

0.6025
0.9267
1.3834
2.0096
2.8497
3.9515
5.3700
9.3907

14.1160
19.3459
23.9670
29.3598
35.5767
42.6654
50.7047
59.7202
69.7883
80.9187
93.1876

106.5944
121.1990
137.0235
154.0500
172.3365
191.8605
212.6776
234.7252
246.5473
258.0474
270.1748
282.5652
295.2888
308.2976
321.6028
335.1650
348.9514
363.0022
377.2341
4OIJ..0884

2.08
U8
1.65
uo
1.19
0.99
0.82
0.56
0.41
0.31
0.21
0.16
0.11
0.02

-0.04
-0.12
-0.17
-0.23
-0.27
-0.31
-0.33
-0.32
-0.32
-0.29
-0.24
-0.17
-0.08

0.08
0.03
0.(1)
0.15
0.22
0.29
0.36
0.42
0.47
0.51
0.53
0.0
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diction of enthalpy behavior. The para
meters I», a , C and., were retained intact
in these initial c:alcu1atioos (3 ) , which
were performed in 1968. 10 these c:alcula
tions (12), 84 enthalpy and 36 density
data points were utilized simultaneously to
determine the values: Bo= 1.17001; Ao =
21293.3; Co = 827999 x lot; Do = 888011
x 10'; Eo = 589916 x 1()8; a = 48303.6;
d = 56«93 x 10. The resultant average
deviation for enthalpy departures was
0.55%. The mrrespooding average devia
tion for enthalpy, 0.85 Btu/II», is roughly
twice the probable experimental uncer
taiaty. For density predictions, an average
deviation of 0043 % was obtained for den
sities below twice the critical density, but
for larger densities the average deviation
was 2.73%. Accurate calculations of fu
gacity and entropy at high densities obvi
ously muld not be expected from the re
sultant equation of state.

To obtain an improved description of
density and fugacity behavior, PVT, en
thalpy and vapor pressure data were uti
lized simultaneously in 1969 to determine
all eleven parameters in the modified BWR
equation. The resultant parameter values
are: Bo = 0.850969; Ao = 17859.7; Co =
772153 x lot; Do = 421549 x 10'; Eo =
250712 x 1()8; b = 5.26635; a = 34833.9;
d = 148572][ 1()2; 4 = 1.78868; c = 244356
X 10''1;., = 3.91196. Usin~ these parameter
values, the modified BWR equation pre
diets densities with an average deviation
of 1.16% and enthalpy departures with an
average deviation of 0040%. To summarize
the results graphically, topographical plots
of these deviations are given in Figures
5 and 6. These figures can be compared

Eq. 7

+ ¢ [3 - (3 - t ')'p2 _ ')'2 p4 )exp( _ ')'p2) ]

Eq.6'

which ClIO imptoYe its predictive ability.
But CO ioIwe that thenooclynamic: CDDIiat
etIC)' between different predicted properties
will rault when the equation of ltate is
UIed, one reaDy must apply multipropeny
aoaJysis ia lOme form ia developing the
equation. At the very least, multipropeny
regression .hould be used to determine the
parametelS in an assumed equation.

MULTIPROPERTY ANALYSIS

PVT, enthalpy and vapor pressure data
were used simultaneously to determine
parameters for propane in the modified
BWR equation resulting from the study
of propane enthalpy behavior. The expres.
.ions for pressure, enthalpy departure and
fugacity for the modified BWR equation
are

DE) 3( d) 2+....2_....2 p+_ bR"-a-- p
,.3,.4 2 T

Ioitial and final calculations in this
study spanned more than a year became
the vapor pressure ponioo of the multi
property program had DOt. been written
at the time of initial c:alcu1ations. Initial
c:alculatioos abo attempted to praene as
maoy as possible of the origiaa1 BWR pere
meters at the values origioally reported
(10), while emphasizioa the aa:urate pre-
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FIGUU 6. ComparUoo of eotbalPJ depu
~~ by the modified BWR equacioa
with expenmeoca1 values for propaae.

with the corresponding plots, Figures 2
and 3, to determine regions of improved
predictions. The average deviation of liquid
fugacities from vapor fugacities using the
modified BWR equation is 0048% for 19
points along the vapor pressure curve from
0.6 psia to the critical pressure (617.4 psia).
Deviations of predicted vapor and liquid
fugacities are given in Table 3. The results
for each propeny must be considered to
be excellent because of the fact that the
low temperature density data have a re
ported probable uncertainty of 0.5%. Ob
viously, the eleven modified BWR equa
tion parameters for propane could be de
fined more precisely if more accurate (and
extensive) PVT data for propane in the
compressed liquid region were available.
Nevertheless, the fact that densities, enthal
pies and fugacities are described with ther
modynamic consistency proves that the
need for highly accurate PVT data is di
minished by the use of multipropeny
analysis. A dividend of thermodynamic
consistency is the assurance that the en
tropy of propane will be accurately cal
culated using the modified BWR equation
of state. The entropy departure expressed
as the entropy, S, relative to the entropy
of an ideal gas at unit pressure (in the
units employed), So, is given by the ther
modynamic relation

S - SO = (H - HO)/T - R 10 f Eq. 9

Since the saturated fugacities along the
vapor pressure curve agree within 0.48%
and enthalpy departures~ with experi
mental values within OAO%. it follows
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that the unc:enainty in preclic:ced entropy
departures should be near 0.5%. The aft('
age uncertainty in predicted entropy de
partures c:ertain1y would not be expected
to exceed the aft1'&p uncertainty in den
sity, 1.16%.

CONCLUSIONS

The major cocdusion is the c:onfirma·
tion that multiproperty analysis is a very
powerful tool in equation of state develop
ment when it is required that aU thermo
dynamic properties be predicted with con
sistency. Multiproperty analysis becomes
especially valuable when data for one prop
eny are of lower accuracy or less complete
than data for another propeny. In the study
reported, extensive and highly accurate
propane enthalpy data were available, but
only incomplete PVT data existed. To de
velop an equation of state for propane of
high accura~ in the low temperature re
gion (-250 F to O°F) would be impos
sible using only available PVT data. How
ever, simultaneous use of PVT, enthalpy
and vapor pressure data have led here to
an accurate and thermodynamically con
sistent equation of state for propane.
Through rigorous thermodynamic relation
ships, derived properties such as entropy
therefore also will be accurately predicted.

It should be noted that enthalpy data
have been used to advantage in this study
to determine suitable modifications to the
temperature dependence of the BWR equa
tion of state. The resultant eleven param
eter modified BWR equation is capable
of accurately predicting fluid behavior at
reduced temperatu~ as low as T r = 0.32
and reduced densities as larp as Pr = 3.2.
It is doubtful that many fluid systems will
ever be encountered industrially at such
low temperatures or large reduced densi
ties. Therefore, it can be anticipated that
the modified BWR equation which has
been developed in this study will be ade
quate in form to describe thermodynamic
behavior for virtually any nonpolar or
slightly polar fluid at conditions of in
dustrial interest.
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NOMENCLATURE

Act. B09 Co.
b.a.c,a .'>'

Do. Eo.d

T
\V

Parameters in BWR
equation

Parameten in modified
BWR equatioo

Pupcity in liquid phase
Pupcity in ftpor pbue
Enthalpy
Enthalpy of ideal gas
Calculated enthalpy
Experimental enthalpy
Pressure
Regression funaioo
Universal gas oonstant
Calculated molar density
Exper~talmolar

density
Entropy
Entropy of ideal gas at

unit pressure
Absolute temperature
Statistical weighting

function
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